Application laboratory for ceramic raw materials
LT

High-tech solutions from tradition
KELLER has become
an integral part of the
heavy clayindustry. In
the ICS division (Intelligent Clay Solutions)
we produce machines and complete plants, highly complex
industrial robot and handling solutions, integrated automation solutions and technologies for environmental protection that can be found in the brick industry worldwide.

The experts of the IMS division (Intelligent Machinery Solutions) create high-tech solutions across all industries. Building on our leading expertise in the heavy clay industry, our
engineers develop machines and plants that contribute to
significant process optimisations in all branches of industry
on a worldwide scale.
The IAS (Intelligent Automation Solutions) designs and implements complete plants and control systems for the bulk
materials industry. KELLER IAS has gained a reputation especially in the automation of mills and compound feed plants.
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The ITS division (Infrared Temperature Solutions), which has
been developing, producing and selling high-precision measuring instruments and system solutions for non-contact temperature measuring systems for more than half a century.
These are used worldwide in various industrial branches,
The divisions are supported by the SERVICE, which is very
close and sustainable to our customers thanks to modern
equipment and perfect organisation.
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Also in other industrial sectors KELLER has been offering machines, products and solutions of the highest standard for
many years.
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Application laboratory for ceramic raw materials
Ceramic engineers, consultants, coaches
KELLER HCW is a traditional company in the
building materials industry specialized in the
engineering of machinery and plants for the
production of building materials. Since the foundation in 1894, we have continuously extended
our range of services to meet the challenges of
our customers with innovative solutions. By ensuring manufacturing processes and optimising
product qualities, the KELLER application laboratory for ceramic raw materials and products has
earned international reputation through precise
methods and assessments.

We support you as required in every phase of the development of your project

Staff training and coaching
We train your staff in processes and practical application of laboratory tests and are also available for later supporting coaching. Together with
you, we develop routines for quality testing and
assurance in the ongoing process. Thanks to our
worldwide services, we dispose of a constantly
proven expertise and a global data archive with
cartographic material testings from several decades of documentation experience.

Basic evaluation
– Inventory control –
• Analysis & assessment
• Sample development

In many projects realised worldwide over the past
decades, a variety of challenges have been accomplished in cooperation with our customers, leading to higher efficiency and sustainability.

Quality control
– Reality & Support –

Concept development
– Idea & solution –

• Daily office support
• On-site service

• Process development
• Optimization

Rebuilding
“Thinking
in a new way”

Why do companies choose laboratory services from KELLER?
Knowledge of methods, experience, laboratory
equipment and our network of experts form our
foundation for precise findings in the field of:
•
•
•
•
•

• W
 e guarantee a high quality of analyses by using modern examination methods.
• Experienced materials technicians are also
available to you on site at any time.
• Within the scope of our examinations, we attach great importance to modern laboratory
technology and scientific processes.
• We regularly train our staff on the latest research.

Ceramic raw materials
Structural ceramics
Building materials
Aggregates
Additives

We focus on
Raw material examination –
“Research and assessment”
The examinations are carried out on behalf of our
customers from many industries, such as building
material manufacturers, clay pits, gravel plants,
quarries or construction companies. In addition
to research work, also quality tests on raw materials, operating materials and mix formulations
are important.
Mix formulations and operating mass
development – “Research and inspection”
Based on many years of experience in the build-
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ing materials industry, the KELLER application
laboratory prepares initial tests for new mix
formulations and operating masses. These are
continuously developed to meet the increasing
requirements of the building industry and are
constantly monitored on site as part of the suitability and quality tests.
Process consulting –
“Material-specific know-how”
We advise you individually according to your
needs. Make use of our competence for fast and
reliable results.
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• E
 very day we work on the various challenges
of material and mass analysis from all over the
world and from different industries.
• Based on our extensive experience, we develop
new mixtures for you from new raw materials
or adapt existing compounds.
• We ensure sufficient processing with fast results.
• A detailed laboratory report for the evaluation
and classification of the results is a prerequisite
for making a reliable decision.
• With our overall analyses of the entire plants,
the operating material mixtures and processes
can be optimised and thus the availability of
the plant can be increased.
• You can focus on the analysis results and on the
implementation of the measures.
• Thanks to our rapid analyses, preventive measures can also be initiated at short notice, if necessary.
• You can reduce your laboratory costs for technical equipment and personnel.

Implementation
– Reality & Solution –
• Completion
• Monitoring

We will accompany you!

Integration planning
– Idea & solution –

Keeping an eye on
costs and quality

• Implementation
• Veriﬁcation

Implementation planning
– Reality & Solution –

Release for implementation
– Idea & solution –

• Implementation plan
• Release

• Approvals
• Permissions

Quality isn’t a matter of chance
By working closely and continuously with plant managers,
plant laboratories, raw material
processors, investors and our
plant engineering, we know the
challenges of your raw materials as well as the
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effects on your process and plant technology.
For more than 50 years, we have been researching in the field of raw materials and use our analyses for supporting efficient production processes.
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The ITS division (Infrared Temperature Solutions), which has
been developing, producing and selling high-precision measuring instruments and system solutions for non-contact temperature measuring systems for more than half a century.
These are used worldwide in various industrial branches,
The divisions are supported by the SERVICE, which is very
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